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25 HP 3-Phase 43" Wide Belt Sander
DESCRIPTION 
This wide-belt sander was built especially for shops that 
make tables and custom doors up to 43" wide. An adjustable 
platen and variable-speed conveyor make for unrivaled 
control over final sanding results, which is crucial when 
working with a variety of hardwood. Loaded with proven 
and highly-effective features, this workhorse delivers great 
workpiece finishes quickly and consistently.

W1756
$26,669.30

PROMO
$19,99999

1/8 HP Mini Power Feeder
DESCRIPTION 
This powerfeeder will make milling and ripping of longer 
or wider stock easy, accurate and safe. Features include 
Forward/Reverse, multiple feed speeds and XYZ adjustment 
and will allow you to increase production. This powerfeeder 
is made in an ISO 9001 factory and has a two year warranty. 
CSA certified meeting CSA C22.2 #71.2-M89 and UL 987 
standards!

W1764
$719.99

PROMO
$53500

1 HP Power Feeder
DESCRIPTION 
This powerfeeder will make milling and ripping of longer 
or wider stock easy, accurate and safe. Features include 
Forward/Reverse, multiple feed speeds and XYZ adjustment 
and will allow you to increase production. This powerfeeder 
is made in an ISO 9001 factory and has a two year warranty. 
CSA certified meeting CSA C22.2 #71.2-08 and UL 987-7th 
standards! Shipping exceptions may apply.

W1767
$1,539.99

PROMO
$1,19999

YELLOW BOARD BUDDIES®
DESCRIPTION 
The yellow wheels turn clockwise on these Board Buddies® to 
help prevent kickback on table saws and router tables. Mounts to 
fences 3" to 3-1/2" high x 1" or wider.

W1104

PROMO
$8100

$108.00

ORANGE BOARD BUDDIES®
DESCRIPTION 
These BOARD BUDDIES® feature orange wheels that turn 
counter-clockwise to help prevent kickback on radial arm saws. 
Mounts to fences 3"- 3-1/2" high x 1" or wider.

W1106
$108.00

PROMO
$8100

Green Board Buddies®
DESCRIPTION 
These BOARD BUDDIES® are made from die-cast aluminum 
and feature non-marring green neoprene rubber wheels. 
Because the wheels turn in both directions, they function as 
hold-downs rather than anti-kickback devices. Mounts to 
fences 3"-3-1/2" high x 1" or wider.

W1105
$108.00

PROMO
$8100

Long Rails & Legs for Aluma-Classic
DESCRIPTION 
The perfect after-market upgrade for SHOP FOX Aluma-
Classic™ Fence owners that want to increase their rip 
capacity with longer rails. Easy to install.

W1721
$285.60

PROMO
$25700

15" x 25" Downdraft Table
DESCRIPTION 
This Benchtop Downdraft Sanding Table provides a simple 
and economical solution to capturing the dust created 
by portable hand sanders.The low profile allow one or 
more tables to sit on top of the workbench during sanding 
operations and then store out of the way when not needed. 
Internal baffles and slotted table surface maximize air 
movement and dust control.

W1734A
$237.15

PROMO
$21300

10 HP 24" Wide Belt Sander
DESCRIPTION 
Numeric control pad and digital readout provide the 
ultimate in precision. Other features include quick-change 
belt system with automatic belt tensioning, air-controlled 
automatic belt tracking system, motorized table elevation 
control, adjustable air-controlled belt oscillation system, and 
load meter. Certified to CSA and UL standards.

W1710
$14,997.50

PROMO
$11,29999
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Spray Gun Holder
DESCRIPTION 
Allows you to set your gravity fed spray gun down without 
spilling your paint. Fits all gravity-fed spray guns. Can be 
mounted on wall or tabletop. Removable filter holder. Spray 
gun not included.

W1800
$10.80

PROMO
$900

20" Blade Grinder
DESCRIPTION 
Sharpen blades professionally in your own shop! This knife 
grinder allows one to reduce down-time and save money over 
having straight jointer and planer blades and hand chisels 
done at a dedicated sharpening shop. This easy-to-set-up 
and simple-to-use grinder is likely to pay for itself in no time.

W1834
$511.99

PROMO
$43500

1 HP 3-Phase 4 Roller / 4 Speed Power Feeder
DESCRIPTION 
This powerfeeder will make milling and ripping of longer 
or wider stock easy, accurate and safe. Features include 
Forward/Reverse, multiple feed speeds and XYZ adjustment 
and will allow you to increase production. This powerfeeder 
is made in an ISO 9001 factory, CSA approved and has a two 
year warranty. CSA certified meeting CSA C22.2 #71.2-08 and 
UL 987-7th standards! Shipping exceptions may apply.

W1769
$1,662.50

PROMO
$1,32500

11-1/4" Dovetail 
Machine
DESCRIPTION 
Making strong and 
attractive half-blind 
dovetail joints has never 
been so easy! Simply 
set up this 11" Dovetail 
Machine to match the 
stock width and thickness, 
make a few adjustments 
to get a glove-like fit, 
and then crank out dozens of perfect dovetail joints every hour. 
Accepts workpieces as large as 28" long x 11-1/4" wide and as 
small as 7-7/8" long x 2-3/8" wide. Includes templates for four 
different dovetail sizes.

W1804
$4,479.99

PROMO
$4,39999

5 HP Shaper
DESCRIPTION
This 5 HP Spindle 
Shaper is sized to 
handle large raised-
panel doors and 
extra-wide moulding 
profiles. With three 
included spindle 
sizes (3/4", 1", 11/4") 
and four spindle speeds ranging from 3600 RPM to 10,000 
RPM, choosing the right shaper cutter for the job will never 
again be a problem. The long spindle lengths also allow total 
flexibility for running tall cutters or stacking multiple cutters 
and spacers. Its heavy cast-iron split adjustment fence lets you 
dial in just the right amount of offset for edge profiling, and the 
heavy cast-iron table and stable base are made for the toughest 
jobs. This Shaper is made for production!

W1827
$5,075.00

PROMO
$4,59999

13-1/4" Oscillating Floor 
Drill Press
DESCRIPTION
The ever popular W1667 and 
W1668 Oscillating Drill Presses 
now have a BIG brother. Meet the 
W1848 Floor Model Oscillating 
Drill Press. Just like the benchtop 
versions, this drill press features 
our unique oscillating spindle 
for efficient contour sanding. 
Convert from drilling operations 
to sanding operations in a matter 
of seconds with just a few tool-
free steps.

W1848
$860.00

PROMO
$64999

HVLP Deluxe Spray Gun with 1.4mm Tip & 
Metal Cup
DESCRIPTION 
This Deluxe Spray Gun features die cast aluminum alloy 
gun body with two step trigger control, air adjustment valve, 
and a corrosive resistant metal 600cc paint cup. Extremely 
durable for long life.

W1795
$64.80

PROMO
$5800

Buffing System
DESCRIPTION 
An ideal Buffing System for most stationary buffing 
applications! Extra-long 1" diameter shafts extend buffing 
wheels 6" away from the buffing machine bell ends to allow 
access to the most contoured shapes. Ideal for polishing 
musical instruments, bandsawn boxes, and an infinite variety 
of hand-held objects. Pair with one of our Grinder Stands, 
and you've got a buffing station anyone would wish for.

W1847
$543.99

PROMO
$39999

1" X 42" Belt with 8" Disc Sander
DESCRIPTION
This Combo Belt/Disc Sander features two tilting cast-iron 
tables with miter slots, two 2" dust ports, and the convenience 
of a single knob for belt tracking. Both tables tilt to 45 deg. 
for a variety of sanding and sharpening applications and the 
adjustable miter gauge ensures accurate angle settings. When 
it comes to versatility in a benchtop sander, this machine 
does it all!

W1850
$447.99

PROMO
$37999
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Safety Switch & Cord
DESCRIPTION 
This rocker-type safety switch mounts directly to the 
REBEL® router table or any work bench. Red plastic switch 
cover is a removable key to lock switch in the OFF position 
when not in use. Includes 7' grounded electrical cord.

W2001
$21.60

PROMO
$1900

7' Rails & Legs for SHOP FOX® Classic Fence
DESCRIPTION 
The perfect after-market upgrade for SHOP FOX Classic 
Fence owners that want to increase their rip capacity with 
longer rails. Easy to install.

W2007
$388.80

PROMO
$34900

16" VS Scroll Saw with Foot Switch, LED, Miter 
Gauge, & Rotary Shaft
DESCRIPTION
Not just your average Scroll Saw, this feature packed saw 
included a foot pedal for motor control, flexible shaft rotary tool 
attachment, LED work light, dust blower, X/Y axis miter gauge, 
and pinless blade adapter. Variable speed foot control will handle 
any scroll saw application.

W1872
$271.99

PROMO
$21999

2 HP Benchtop 
Table Saw with 
Stand
DESCRIPTION
The W1875 
Benchtop Table 
Saw boasts a 2 HP 
motor to power through your ripping, crosscutting, and miter 
cutting needs. The built-in folding stand offers easy portability 
and quick setup at job sites, and all accessories mount directly 
to the saw body for easy transport and storage. The extension 
table expands up to 27" wide for ripping large workpieces. 
The handwheel performs two functions as it adjusts the blade 
height from 0–3-1/2". It rotates clockwise to raise blade; 
rotate counterclockwise to lower blade. Push it inward and 
rotate to adjust the angle blade from 0°–45°. Rotating the 
micro-adjustment knob finely adjusts the distance between the 
aluminum fence and the blade. 

W1875
$639.99

PROMO
$55000

13" Portable Planer With Spiral-Style 
Cutterhead
DESCRIPTION
This amazing 13" portable planer features a unique repeat cut 
selector. This allows you to quickly set the cutterhead to 6 pre-set 
heights from 1/8 in. to 1-3/4" As well as convenient thickness 
scale located on the top of the machine for checking your planing 
progress. Everything you would expect from a high-end portable 
planer, such as a spiral-style cutterhead with indexable inserts 
for smoother finishes, extension tables that fold up for storage 
and transport and a cutterhead height lock for consistent 
production work.

W1877
$1,180.00

PROMO
$84999

9" Benchtop Bandsaw
DESCRIPTION
Our benchtop bandsaw has 
a combination of features 
including an efficient 1/3 HP motor, LED work light, deluxe 
extruded aluminum fence, and a rack-and-pinion table tilt 
system. The blade guard is also rack-and-pinion, making 
adjustment an easy one-handed operation. The quality design 
and construction of this bandsaw assures easy, accurate cuts 
including fine detailed cuts without the vibration found in 
other benchtop models. Accepting 62-inch blades 1/8" to 3/8" 
wide, this benchtop bandsaw can cut pieces up to 3-5/8" thick. 
The blade guides are dual ball bearing and the wheels are 
adjustable for quick alignment and coplanarity. 

W1878
$383.99

PROMO
$32999

10" Hybrid Table Saw With Riving Knife
DESCRIPTION
This hybrid table saw stands out from the crowd with innovative 
features, such as a fully enclosed blade guard with its own 
separate dust port, an easy-glide, two position fence system 
that quickly converts for narrow ripping, and a quick-release 
spreader/riving knife for easy changeovers. Combine those 
features with the heavy-duty cast-iron table, trunnions, and 
blade adjustment handwheels, as well as sturdy preformed 
steel cabinet, and you have a solid machine that beats all others 
in its class.

W1888
$2,275.00

PROMO
$1,99999

Classic Fence with Standard Rails
DESCRIPTION
A classic in design and function, this fence is the perfect after-
market upgrade for table saw owners that expect high precision 
and ease of use and installation. The torsion box design and 
simple cam lever action securely locks the SHOP FOX Classic 
Fence in position without deflection while cutting wood. Simple 
lift-off design makes fence removal a breeze, a great feature 
when using jigs and fixtures or performing cross cuts with a 
miter gauge! Also available in a long rail version.

W2005
$612.80

PROMO
$55100

Classic Fence with 7' Rails & Legs
DESCRIPTION 
A classic in design and function, this fence is the perfect 
after-market upgrade for table saw owners that expect high 
precision and ease of use and installation. The torsion box 
design and simple cam lever action securely locks the SHOP 
FOX Classic Fence in position without deflection while cutting 
wood. Simple lift-off design makes fence removal a breeze, 
a great feature when using jigs and fixtures or performing 
cross cuts with a miter gauge! Also available with standard 
length rails.

W2006
$772.80

PROMO
$69500
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25 pc. Deluxe Brad Point Set
DESCRIPTION
Every woodworker needs this set. Twenty-five bits in sizes from 
1/8” to 1/2” by 1/64” increments. Bits larger than 3/8” stepped 
shanks. Comes in a steel index.

D1034
$39.60

PROMO
$3500

8 oz. Cross Peen Hammer
DESCRIPTION
These well balanced Cross Peen 
Hammers with long hickory 
handles are perfect for upholstery 
work and all tack nailing. Narrow 
cross peen face allows starting 
tacks while holding between 
thumb and forefinger and the 
opposite round face drives the 
tack home. Excellent quality! 8 oz.

D2671
$11.70

PROMO
$1000

30pc Magnetic Screwdriver Set
DESCRIPTION 
One screwdriver set that does it all! The ergonomic handle 
produces tremendous torque and features a magnetic socket 
tip for interchanging hex bits and adapters. Magnetic force 
holds screws on the bit for third-hand convenience. Includes 
26 bits of assorted sizes like Phillips®, straight, Torx®, hex 
drive and square drive, plus a 1/4" socket adapter, bit holder 
and case.

D2032
$15.75

PROMO
$1400

13 pc. TiN Coated Spade Bit Set
DESCRIPTION 
For general wood boring applications, these quality spade 
bits feature extended cutting spurs for crisp edges and 
titanium nitride coating for long dependable life. Includes 
1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8", 11/16", 3/4", 13/16", 
7/8", 15/16", and 1" titanium nitride coated spade bits. Wall 
rack included.

D2053
$27.45

PROMO
$2400

60" Aluminum Bar Clamp
DESCRIPTION 
Rigid torsion-box style bars allow these light aluminum 
bar clamps to maintain in-line clamping pressure without 
bending or twisting. Simple spring loaded detent action of 
the fixed jaw provides quick and secure adjustments and, 
since the sliding jaws wrap completely around the four-
sided bar, there is no lifting or twisting of the jaw faces as 
pressure is applied. We think you'll agree, these are the best 
bar clamps around! 60" bar length, 1-5/8" throat depth and 
55-1/2" capacity.

D2468
$39.15

PROMO
$3500

72" Aluminum Bar Clamp
DESCRIPTION 
Rigid torsion-box style bars allow these light aluminum 
bar clamps to maintain in-line clamping pressure without 
bending or twisting. Simple spring loaded detent action of 
the fixed jaw provides quick and secure adjustments and, 
since the sliding jaws wrap completely around the four-
sided bar, there is no lifting or twisting of the jaw faces as 
pressure is applied. We think you'll agree, these are the best 
bar clamps around! 72" bar length, 1-5/8" throat depth and 
68-1/4" capacity.

D2469
$45.00

PROMO
$4000

8" Wood Vise
DESCRIPTION 
This durable cast-iron and chrome-plated, cold-rolled 
steel wood vise features precision-machined castings with 
perfectly aligned guide bars. This 8" vise has 7-1/4" throat 
capacity.

D2255
$72.90

PROMO
$6500

10" Wood Vise
DESCRIPTION 
This durable cast-iron and chrome-plated, cold-rolled 
steel wood vise features precision-machined castings 
with perfectly aligned guide bars. This 10" vise has 8-3/8" 
throat capacity.

D2303
$79.20

PROMO
$7100

12" Heavy-Duty Long Reach Bar Clamp
DESCRIPTION 
These 12" Heavy-Duty Bar Clamps with high-torque wood 
handles feature quick sliding adjustment, no slipping under 
pressure, non-marring pad protection and 4-3/8" of depth 
for just about any clamping requirement. Long, narrow 
stationary head allows these clamps to reach into tight 
places. Cast-iron clamp heads and steel bar construction. 
12" capacity.

D2916
$26.55

PROMO
$2300
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36" Heavy-Duty Long Reach Bar Clamp
DESCRIPTION 
These Heavy-Duty Bar Clamps with high-torque wood 
handles feature quick sliding adjustment, no slipping under 
pressure, non-marring pad protection and 4-3/8" of depth 
for just about any clamping requirement. Long, narrow 
stationary head allows these clamps to reach into tight 
places. Cast-iron clamp heads and steel bar construction. 
36" capacity.

D2919
$46.80

PROMO
$4200

4" Bench Vise with Swivel Base
DESCRIPTION 
These precision made 4" Bench Vises feature heavy castings, 
360° swivel range with two locking levers, pipe jaws and a 
perfectly flat anvil face. Milled square center slide ensures 
jaws stay aligned as the vise is tightened. 3-3/4" capacity.

D3248
$88.65

PROMO
$7900

Drill Guide Kit
DESCRIPTION 
This simple, yet precise Drill Guide locates exact drilling 
centers and guides drill bits perfectly perpendicular to the 
workpiece on flat, round, spherical and corner edges. The 
Drill Guide also acts as a quick and accurate dowel drilling 
guide for edge joining. Includes 3/16", 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16" 
and 1/2" drill bushings, locating pin and guide.

D3206
$16.20

PROMO
$1400

6" Fractional Dial Caliper
DESCRIPTION 
This stainless steel Fractional Dial Caliper combines the 
same precision that metalworkers are accustomed to with 
a fractional scale for woodworkers. Perfect for measuring 
board thickness, depth and inside measurements. Dial reads 
64ths and .01". Six inch capacity.

D3208
$52.20

PROMO
$4600

1/2" x JT33 Keyless Drill Chuck
DESCRIPTION
These Keyless Drill Chucks provide extreme accuracy, reliability 
and ease of use. Large knurled grips allow plenty of tightening 
torque for no-slip operation. Precision made components make 
these drill chucks a pleasure to use. These 0" - 1/2" JT #33 Taper 
drill chucks have large knurled grips allowing plenty of torque for 
no-slip operation.

D3457
$83.70

PROMO
$7500

24" Heavy-Duty Long Reach Bar Clamp
DESCRIPTION 
These 24" Heavy-Duty Bar Clamps with high-torque wood 
handles feature quick sliding adjustment, no slipping under 
pressure, non-marring pad protection and 4-3/8" of depth 
for just about any clamping requirement. Long, narrow 
stationary head allows these clamps to reach into tight 
places. Cast-iron clamp heads and steel bar construction. 
24" capacity.

D2918
$39.60

PROMO
$3500

30 Pc. Carbide Tipped Router Bit Set 1/4" 
Shank
DESCRIPTION 
These are super sharp, micro-grain carbide tipped bits that 
are ground up to 800 grit to glide through your cuts. Includes 
protective wooden case with see-thru, touch latch doors for 
easy access. 1/4" shank.

D3726
$166.50

PROMO
$14900

30 pc. Carbide Tipped Router Bit Set 1/2" 
Shank
DESCRIPTION 
These are super sharp, micro-grain carbide tipped bits that 
are ground up to 800 grit to glide through your cuts. Includes 
protective wooden case with see-thru, touch latch doors for 
easy access. 1/2" shank.

D3727
$172.35

PROMO
$15500

18" Heavy-Duty Long Reach Bar Clamp
DESCRIPTION
These 18" Heavy-Duty Bar Clamps with high-torque wood 
handles feature quick sliding adjustment, no slipping under 
pressure, non-marring pad protection and 4-3/8" of depth 
for just about any clamping requirement. Long, narrow 
stationary head allows these clamps to reach into tight 
places. Cast-iron clamp heads and steel bar construction. 
18" capacity.

D2917
$30.15

PROMO
$2700
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Cabinet Maker's Vise
DESCRIPTION 
If you're building your own cabinet maker's bench, this 
heavy-duty steel and cast iron Front Vise has all the working 
hardware for a very strong, large capacity bench vise. Simply 
add your own wooden jaw, wooden handle, and mounting 
hardware. Overall size is 19-1/4" long x 10-1/4" wide. Screw 
size is 1-3/16" diameter x 15-1/2" long.

D4026
$135.00

PROMO
$12100

3" 4 Jaw Chuck 1" x 8 TPI
DESCRIPTION
This self-centering style 4-Jaw Chuck has reversible stepped 
jaws for holding a variety of round or square workpiece sizes. 
Setup is quick and easy by twisting the knurled adjustment 
plate on the back of the chuck. Two 4" wrenches are included 
for final tightening. Fits all wood lathes with 1" x 8 TPI 
spindles.

D4054
$115.65

PROMO
$10400

4 pc. Machinist's Square Set
DESCRIPTION
This is a handy set to have around. Each square is finely 
ground steel. All have common beam and blade widths and 
thicknesses which will allow them to be used in combination. 
2", 3", 4" & 6" squares.

D4089
$45.00

PROMO
$4000

3 pc. Clamp Rack for Bar Clamps
DESCRIPTION
Three piece clamp rack set contains wall-mountable heavy 
gauge steel racks with an attractive and durable powder-coat 
finish. The mounting holes are 16" on-center to fit standard stud 
spacing. Mounting screws and clamps are not included. Each 
rack holds 15 clamps for a total capacity of 45 clamps.

D4347
$63.00

PROMO
$5600

3 pc. Clamp Rack for Parallel Clamps
DESCRIPTION
Three piece clamp rack set contains wall-mountable heavy gauge 
steel racks with an attractive and durable powder-coat finish. The 
mounting holes are 16" on-center to fit standard stud spacing. 
Mounting screws and clamps are not included.

D4346
$63.00

PROMO
$5600

1-1/2" Bottom Cleaning Bit, 1/2" Shank
DESCRIPTION 
These bits are excellent for cutting the mortise for butt door 
hinges. Two carefully engineered flutes cut aggressively 
and cleanly.

DC1261
$26.10

PROMO
$2300

Urethane Tire for 14" Bandsaws (Pair)
DESCRIPTION 
These Urethane Tires are designed for 14-inch 
Bandsaws and are a must have. Long lasting and 
durable urethane tires.

D4014
$36.00

PROMO
$3200

3/4" Bottom Cleaning 1/4" Shank
DESCRIPTION 
These bits are excellent for cutting the mortise for 
butt door hinges. Two carefully engineered flutes cut 
aggressively and cleanly.

DC1257
$24.75

PROMO
$2200

2 pc. Roman Ogee Stile & Rail Set
DESCRIPTION 
This two-piece stile and rail set is sized for 3/4 inch to 1 
inch thick cabinet door frames. 1/4 inch wide dado accepts 
veneered plywood or solid raised panels. Matched stile and 
rail sets save set-up time when using two routers. FOR 
ROUTER TABLE USE.

DC1395
$175.05

PROMO
$15700
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2 pc. Panel Bit Set 1/2" Shank
DESCRIPTION 
Reversible Roman ogee stile and rail bit handles stock from 
11/16 inch to 7/8 inch thick. Raised panel bit produces convex 
profile and is 3-1/8 inch in diameter. Each bit has a nine ball 
bearing guide. Cannot be interchanged with other reversible 
stile and rail panel cutters. 1/2 inch shank.

DC1790
$80.10

PROMO
$7200

3 pc. Straight Flush Trim Set 1/2" Shank
DESCRIPTION 
Three piece straight flush trim set.

DC1830
$27.45

PROMO
$2400

70mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks.

DC1909
$52.20

PROMO
$4600

75mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks.

DC1910
$64.35

PROMO
$5700

80mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks.

DC1911
$68.40

PROMO
$6100

85mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks

DC1912
$72.90

PROMO
$6500

6 pc. Stile & Rail Set 1/2" Shank
DESCRIPTION 
These 1/2 Inch shank router bits are like having a cabinet 
shop in a box. Includes a door edge bit, drawer corner lock bit, 
glue;joint bit, ogee panel bit, two-piece ogee stile & rail bits

DC1825
$162.00

PROMO
$14500

65mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks.

DC1908
$51.30

PROMO
$4600

4 pc. Classical Cutter Set 1/2" Shank
DESCRIPTION 
Used in combination or alone, these Classical Cutters provide 
distinctive styling and classical detailing to any project.

DC1645
$53.10

PROMO
$4700
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16 pc. Carbide Forstner Bit Set, 1/4" - 2-1/8"
DESCRIPTION 
This set includes 1/4 inch through 2-1/8 inch Forstner 
Bits in 1/8 inch increments. Each bit features two carbide 
cross-face cutters, two outer diameter edge cutting teeth 
and a center spur tip for smoother, faster and chatter 
free cutting. No-slip hex shanks fit 3/8 inch drill chucks. 
Includes a fitted wooden case.

DC1917
$187.85

PROMO
$16900

15 Pc. Carbide Forstner Bit Set, 10mm - 50mm
DESCRIPTION 
This set includes 10 through 50mm Forstner Bits. Each bit 
features two carbide cross-face cutters, two outer diameter 
edge cutting teeth and a center spur tip for smoother, faster 
and chatter free cutting. No-slip hex shanks fit 3/8" drill 
chucks. Includes a fitted wooden case.

DC1920
$173.25

PROMO
$15500

5 pc. Carbide Forstner Bit Set, 15mm - 35mm
DESCRIPTION 
This Roman Carbide Forstner Bit Set includes 15, 20, 25, 30, 
and 35mm forstner bits. Each bit features two cross tips and 
center cutter for smoother, faster and chatter free cutting. 
Hex shanks will not slip and fit 3/8 inch drill chucks. Micro-
grain carbide cross tips and center cutter stay sharp longer 
and can be resharpened for years of dependable service. 
Ideal for drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end grain 
and figured grain.

DC1919
$54.90

PROMO
$4900

6” x 10” Mini Metal Lathe
DESCRIPTION
M1015 Shop Fox 6” x 10” Mini Metal Lathe is perfect for the 
mini machine shop enthusiast. The M1015 6” x 10” Mini Metal 
Lathe from Shop Fox is a fantastic lathe for someone who wants 
a durable and well-designed machine that can fit in a small 
location. This mini lathe gives toolmakers, gun hobbyists, and 
the weekend machinist a way to economically produce small 
precision parts, threaded parts, fittings, and dies. The M1015 
has all the features and precision required for small-scale 
turning and has proven to be a hugely popular machine for 
scale model building. It includes a 3” three-jaw chuck, and a 
full selection of optional accessories is also available for a wide 
variety of setups.

M1015
$1,080.00

PROMO

$94999

8” Plate Shear
DESCRIPTION
Using a Plate Shear is the fastest way to cut sheet metal, plate 
stock, and round stock to size. The M1040 can be mounted 
for stationary use and features compound lever action for 
tremendous mechanical advantage.

M1040
$170.99

PROMO
$13999

90mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks.

DC1913
$73.35

PROMO
$6600

95mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks.

DC1914
$76.05

PROMO
$6800

100mm Carbide Forstner Bit
DESCRIPTION 
These Roman Carbide Forstner Bits are some of the nicest 
Forstner bits available! Micro-grain carbide cross tips and 
center cutters stay sharper longer for years of dependable 
service when drilling hard and soft woods, face grain, end 
grain and figured grain. Carbide cross tips and center cutters 
also provide smoother, chatter-free and faster cutting 
results. Hex shanks guarantee no slipping, unlike round 
shanks, which result in scarring and diminished accuracy. 
Hex shanks fit 3/8" drill chucks.

DC1915
$85.05

PROMO
$7600

Wood / Metal 
Bandsaw
DESCRIPTION
A VFD (Variable Frequency 
Drive) with digital readout 
provides infinitely variable 
blade speeds between 150 
and 3000 FPM, making this 
saw great for cutting wood 
and metal alike! Just turn the 
speed control dial to set the 
perfect cutting speed for each 
type of material you’re cutting. Besides providing the variable-
speed control, the VFD also allows this machine to take full 
advantage of the high-torque/low-speed characteristics of a 
3-phase motor ”while only requiring a single-phase power 
supply. The vertical cutting configuration and massive cast-iron 
table also makes it easy to feed intricate, curved cuts.

M1113
$3,359.99

PROMO
$3,25000
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48” Pan and Box Brake
DESCRIPTION
The M1118 48” Pan and Box Brake will take care of your 
heavy-duty box bending. It will easily set a full-width angle in 
18-gauge mild steel up to 135 degrees; 16-gauge at half-width. 
This equipment has a minimum reverse bend of 7/16” and can 
set a maximum height of 2-1/2” pan/box brake sides. It comes 
with sixteen removable steel fingers for box forming and other 
special bending operations. The precision-ground fingers can 
be used individually or all at once. The adjustable brake handle 
is counterweighted for leverage.

M1118
$1,505.00

PROMO
$1,20900

52" Sheet Metal Shear
DESCRIPTION 
Cut your work down to size with this heavy-duty shear! The 
M1117 Sheet Metal Shear cuts up to 52" wide with all the 
stability and precision you would expect from a machine this 
size. The front stop and angle guide are quickly adjusted by 
wing nuts on the top of the stops. The rear extension arms 
have micro-adjusting stops that allow you to fine tune your 
cut length. For those really large sheet metal jobs this shear 
includes table gauges and front extension arms. Additional 
features include a heavy cast-iron body with foot control, 
precision ground blade, spring activated hold down, and a 
safety guard.

M1117
$3,289.99

PROMO
$3,19999

20 Gallon Portable Sandblaster
DESCRIPTION 
This 20-Gallon Portable Sandblaster includes heavy-duty 
feed hose, fittings, pressure gauge, pressure relief valve, 
blasting hood, funnel & four ceramic replacement tips.

M1115
$380.00

PROMO
$34200
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